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NEW DANCES
Some time ago in a square dance
column which appears weekly in
the Mt. Pleasant (Texas) Daily
Times, there appeared a discussion
of the problem of new dances which
I thought presented some very
sound reasoning. I asked Lloyd
Adams, the writer of that column,
to repeat his views for American
Squares, and his article appears in
this issue. In the same mail with
Lloyd's article, there arrived another dissertation on the same subject, from a well-known Western
dancer who prefers to remain
anonymous. Although he stresses
several points which Lloyd did not
touch upon, the conclusion seems
to be the same.
Of course there are dancers who
thrive and grow hearty on a strong
diet of new dances. Which brings
us to the department in American
Squares known as "Try These".

-- TRY THESE?
This is a section of all kinds of
dances — good and bad, old and
new, lastingly historic and briefly
meteoric. Because a dance is
printed in these pages does not
necessarily mean that it is good,
nor that it should be danced by
anyone. Why, the dance may be
absolutely terrible ! But someone
has composed it and loves it dearly,
and it is some part of the current
square dance picture.
Not all the dances we print are
bad, let me hasten to add. Some of
them are excellent. Some may be
clever novelties and lots of fun to
do one or twice. We don't pick and
choose : we give it all to you for
your decision.
New dances vs. old — we've
warned you! Read the two articles.
Now, try these !
RICKEY

THE COVER
THIS MONTH'S COVER comes again from that talented square dancer, Virginia
Wallace. In explanation of how it came into being, Virginia quotes a paragraph
taken from The Microphone, published in Houston, Texas, by Paul Talbot for square
dancers in that area: "MIKE sez: 'My old onkle Peep, that's my goosberry-eyed old
onkle, wun time went to a burleque show at the County Fair in Deaf Smith County,
'n when he got back to the spread, he had to be led to his bunk, 'cause he had looked
so hard at them thar girlies, his eyeballs stuck out so far that he rode in on Old
Muley 3 wagon-lengths behind 'em, 'n I wuz thinkin"tother evening of he wuz to see
sum of these-here S.D.'ers, a whirlin' and a twirlin' his old goosberry eyes wood
beat him back to the diggin's by about four gud rope lengths, from a lookin' at the
frillies sum of the gals show, say up around their sittin'bones.'"

NAME TAGS ARE OUT OF STOCK temporarily! We hope that all of you who
are waiting for them will be patient. As soon as they are available again, we'll let
you know. Just watch these pages for the announcement.

WE COUNTED OUR CHICKENS but one of them failed to hatch! The
story about square dancing in Canada, promised you for this issue, will appear
soon. Keep watching for it!
VII-163
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PARTNERS IN ACTION
Folks in Richmond, Virginia just naturally like to dance . . . and they're
doing it more and better with the help
of the Richmond Department of Recreation and Parks. There is a conscious
awakening of the American way of folk
dancing such as square dancing and
running sets, and the old time dances
such as polkas, schottisches and waltzes.
With the South's heritage of folk
dancing to act as a spring-board, the
Department of Recreation and Parks is
guiding various age groups into a satisfying and frequent recreational outlet.
For this guidance the Richmond Department of Recreation employes a full-time
folk dance specialist, Mrs. Sanford Martin, whose energetic programs are making folk dancing a popular pass-word
to fun for all of Richmond's citizens.
An outstanding event in Richmond
every year is the "Square Set HoeDown," sponsored by Thalhimers, a local
department store, in connection with the
celebration of Park and Recreation Week.
Every year this event, held at Byrd
Park, attracts thousands of persons.
Some of the biggest name square dance
callers in the country have been guest
callers for the event.
A year around folk dance program is
carried on through the thirty-two city
playgrounds in the summer, and the
eighteen Community Centers in the winter. Through this program, hundreds of
citizens are taught square dancing.
One of the most ambitious programs

of Mrs. Martin and the Department of
Recreation is still in its infant stage,
but already has made an excellent beginning. Since Richmond, as most cities,
is acquiring more people of varied nationalities, the idea of forming at least
one international folk dance club was a
natural one.
In trying to promote folk dancing in
Richmond, Mrs. Martin took stock of
what she had: (1) requests from young
adult married groups to be taught square
dancing; (2) people interested in folk
dancing in general—European and British as well as the American way. This
group included leaders from Scouts,
churches, and civic clubs. Other interested lay people were reached through
newspaper releases, pictures, and word
of mouth; (3) children's groups from
playgrounds and Community Centers;
(4) an international group contracted by
church leaders of displaced groups. This
stock of beginners resulted in the formation of groups called "The Tuesday
Promenaders," for young adult couples;
"The Brick House Trippets," and the
children's group, "The Polka Dots."
These groups, after three months existence, joined together for a big folk
dance demonstration program at the Red
Brick Community Center House. During
this demonstration, special emphasis was
given to English, Danish and American
folk dances. The English film, "Wake Up
(Continued on page 11)

BIRMINGHAM DANCES FORWARD
Soon after moving to Birmingham,
Alabama, Marian and Ed Rottier went
to what was called a "square dance"
but were disappointed to find that nothing was done except a few figures in
circles to calls that were only incoherent
noises. In Atlanta, Ga., they had been
regular dancers and Ed had done a fine
job as President of Dixie Grand Circle.
It soon became evident, however, that
if they were to continue having real fun
they must pioneer in Birmingham for
better dancing.
In a short while they had organized
the Promenade Club, Quadrille Club and
The Rebel Reelers, and Miss Carrie Allen had a fine group at the YWCA and
the cooperation of Joe Mays and others
4

in promotional work. Then Ed, as teacher - caller, introduced to those groups
more and more of the good dances that
had been giving them so much pleasure
in Atlanta. So much interest was stimulated that these clubs and the YWCA
sponsored a Festival and Institute in
February, directed by Mary and Fred
Collette of Atlanta, and attended by
several hundred dancers. Don Smith,
Bob Drake and George Mayer of the
Dixie Grand Circle of Atlanta completely
surprised Mary and Fred by appearing
in Birmingham at the Saturday afternoon session. After the Saturday night
session at the YWCA there was a party
at the home of Miss Julie Shannon with
more dancing and breakfast. Apparently
Birmingham is dancing forward.
VII-164

NEW DANCE-IM
Squares?
(Anonymous)
Many, many times you have heard—
To stand still is to stagnate—Nothing
stands still, it must progress or retrogress. This applies to dancing as fully as
it does to anything. For square dancing
to fullfill its potentialities as a wholesome recreation for everyone regardless
of age, sex, race, creed or color it must
continue to grow.
In the past few years there have been
some square dance leaders who apparently felt that this meant creating
"new" dances. Creation of a new dance
evidences an interest and enthusiasm in
square dancing—except for the few who
write (and usually have printed) dances
in order to get their name before the
square dancing public.
New dances are not evil per se. Few
callers can resist the temptation to
create a new dance—at some time. Even
Shaw, in spite of his admonitions about
not writing new dances, often presents
to his classes "something I thought up
last night. You might take it home and
work on it, see what you can do with
it."
All of the hundreds of figures were
once new. Some of the current "new"
dances will become and stay popular—i.e.
The Spinning Wheel. Some of the new
terms will become an accepted part of
square dancing terminology—i.e. ALLEMANDE THAR.
Moderation and judgment in the creation of new dances and in the presentation of new material is a must. When
the learning of new dances becomes
burdensome square dancing ceases to be
recreation and becomes work. Not everyone picks up a new dance with a once
over lightly. These people, too, are a
part of square dancing.
Haven't you known people who did
not dance for a year or so for various
reasons, came back to one or two dances
and then quit ? They were too far behind
to make the effort to learn all of the new
figures being danced. Consider the new
figures started in your area in the past
year. How would you go about learning
them had you had no connection with
square dancing in 1951 ?
How many of the figures, and how
many breaks used at the last dance you
attended were more than five years old?
How many were less than one year old?
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Rounds?
By LLOYD ADAMS

LLOYD ADAMS is a native Texan who
has lived for twenty years in Houston.
About ten years ago he moved to Mt.
Pleasant, where he and wife Virginia
organized the first square dance club
in town about four years ago. Has been
calling and teaching as a hobby for over
three years, although the farm and ranch
loan business keeps a roof (nice one
too) over his family's head. His newspaper column has done a lot to stimulate interest in dancing in his area, and
it is leaders such as he that will keep
square dancing a fine, busy activity for
years to come.
Several years before the present revival of square dancing in its present
widespread popularity, the Recreation
Department of the City of Houston
sponsored some instructions in the old
time folk dances. We were living there
at that time and took advantage of this
opportunity. Most of the dances taught
were simple old time dances that most
anyone who could keep time with music
could learn very easily and as a result
attendance was good and the fun was
plentiful. When we moved from Houston
we missed the fun and fellowship of
these dances.
Soon after learning to square dance,
we began attending dances in other
sections of our immediate area and to
our pleasure found that during intermissions, many square dancers were also
doing couple dances, some of which were
the same ones we had learned in Houston. But all of them were rather simple
dances that the large majority of the
square dancers could do. As a result
almost seventy-five percent of the square
dancers also participated in these couple
dances. We now find that at most of
(Continued on page 11)

How many new terms were used that
were meaningless to the uninitiated?
"Ci-do-si." "Swing your red, red, rose."
By the way—were all of the calls directional enough that a stranger hearing them for the first time could dance
them without a walk-thru?
Have you been having membership
troubles? Maybe it is—NEW DANCEITIS!

5

DIXIE FOLK AND SQUARE DANCE INSTITUTE
Sponsored by, and to be held at Emory University (Atlanta), Ga.

July 14 to 19, 1952
Square, contra, circle, couple, and other important types. Basic and advanced
material—favorites of all sections. For hobbyists, callers, teachers, leaders. Dormitories, gymnasium, cafeteria and other facilities of campus available.
STAFF—MARY AND FRED COLLETTE (Directors), Atlanta, Ga.
RALPH PAGE, Keene, N. H.
RUTH AND LAS WOODARD, Nashville, Tenn.
For more information write
DIXIE FOLK

AND

SQUARE DANCE INSTITUTE
Emory University, Ga.

EMORY UNIVERSITY

ADD TO YOUR VACATION LIST
The following is an appendix to our list of square and/or folk dance camps
printed last month. This makes an even forty sessions held all over the country,
and at various times during the summer, so you should find one just right for you.
May 23-29 Recreation Workshop, Lake of the Ozarks, Missouri.
Write R. L. Black, Box 207, Jefferson City, Mo.
June 16-21 Weir's Clinic, Portland, Oregon.
Write Erma Weir, c/o Norris, 434 Wynooski, Newberg, Ore.
Nat'l School for Group Org. & Rec., Plymouth, Wisconsin.
June 22Write Hans J. Schmidt, 1715 52nd St., Kenosha, Wisc.
July 4
Folk and Country Dance Festival, Estes Park, Colorado.
June 23Write D. Ned Linegar, YMCA, 3012 Maple Ave., Dallas 4, Texas.
July 5
Teela Wooket Dance Camp, Roxbury, Vermont.
June 26Write E. B. Miller, 250 W. 24th St., New York, N.Y.
July 2
Graduate Camp Summer Session, Sloatsburg, New York.
June 30Write Dept. of Phys. Educ., Health, and Recreation, New York
Aug. 8
University, 100 Washington Sq. E., New York 3, N. Y.
National Folk Camp, Troy, Missouri.
July 7-13
Write Jim Gamble, 608 Gratiot St., St. Louis 2, Mo.
Folk and Country Dance Festival, Estes Park, Colorado.
July 28Write D. Ned Linegar.
Aug. 9
Aug. 10-16 Square Dance Showboat, Seattle, Washington.
Write Pat Norris, 434 Wynooski, Newberg, Ore.
Aug. 10-26 Country Dance Society Summer Camp, Buzzard's Bay, Massachusetts.
Write Country Dance Society, 31 Union Sq. W., New York 3, N. Y.

Al Brundage's 3rd Annual

SQUARE DANCE VACATION SCHOOL
We've taken over the entire campus of New England's picturesque
Arnold College—on the Shores of Long Island Sound, Milford, Conn.
July 9 thru 13
ROSE ZIMMERMAN

AL BRUNDAGE
Squares —

— Mixers — Fun — Sports
Complete Cost $50.00

Contras — Couple Dances

For Full Details write to — AL BRUNDAGE — Country Barn, Stepney, Conn.
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Letters To Editor
Dear new editor:
The best single encouragement I can
give you in the job of getting out American Squares is to push my subscription
up aways. Here's a check to advance
it two years.
Robert W. Gibson
WaKeeney, Kansas
And believe me, that's the kind of encouragement we find very encouraging
indeed!—Editor.
- •

MORE ABOUT SHORTHAND
Dear Rickey:
Congratulations on the arrival of your
new "Taw".
I am not one to write many letters,
but wanted to congratulate you also on
your article "Shorthand for the Square
Dance Caller". I like it and plan to learn
and use it. It is an excellent job. Not
much to learn and it will cover the subject thoroughly. I belong to the Northern
California Assn. of Square Dance Callers
and receive all material presented at
meetings and institutes on mimeographed
sheets, but I am sure to find plenty of
opportunity for using your "Shorthand".
Sincerely,
"Al" Curtis
Santa Cruz, Calif.
Dear Rickey:
Your shorthand is much like mine. I
abandoned true shorthand for abbreviation because of readability for others.
Most of mine can be read by anyone
familiar with SD calls. "Arnd" is a bit
longer than your "ar" but can be read by
most anyone. I solved the male and
female angle by using "R" and "L" (my
typewriter has no "&" key) for right
and left and "1" and "g" for lady and
gent.
Emmette Wallace
Pasadena, Texas
We found an interesting addition to the
shorthand discussion in the April issue of
Arkansas Roundup, published by the
Arkansas Federation of Square Dance
Clubs. In a brief biography of Russell
Gaddy, The Roundup included his version of ARKANSAS TRAVELER as it
would look sent out via short wave
radio.—Editor.
Frst es 3rd. frd es back
Frd agn same ole track
Turn yr opposite rite hand arnd
Prtnr lft as u kum dwn
Kornr ledy rite hnd arnd
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Prtnr lft lft hnd arnd
Prmnade kornr wen she kums dwn
Also in the mail was a very interesting
letter from Lee A. Waddell of Big Bear
Lake, Calif. Too long to reprint entirely,
Lee made one point which might well be
taken as a basic rule for all clubs to
follow. Unfortunately, it is too often
overlooked:
"Another thing that helps with our
club (the Pot Luck Promenaders) is
the fact that new corners or visitors are
asked to join a square and a native
couple will split and join with the new
ones if they wish to separate. This helps
beginners as well as the ones from
other districts where they dance a little
different . . . In a resort area there is
never a dance that there are not some
new comers to the dances and these
must be handled with courtesy and in a
friendly manner, for it is the new people
coming in that make for the growth of
the idea."
Dear Rickey:
Congratulations on your becoming Editor of American Squares. By coincidence my subscription again starts with
the April issue which I have just received, and on glancing thru seems to
be very interesting in spite of your
omission of some other features. Your
listing of the summer dance camps has
already paid for my year's subscription
in the time it has saved me to compile
such a list. In fact many times the subscription price!
Ben Brilliant
Philadelphia, Pa.
We've added a few more in this issue—
just combine them with the listing from
April—Editor.

eke LATEST EIELEASES
Now you can dance to
MARVIN SHILLING
1951 National Champion Pattern Caller
FULL INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH DANCE
370—ARKANSAS TRAVELER (with variations
SALLY GOODIN (with a do-si-do)
571—STAR HASH
CRAWDAD SQUARE

At your local record dealers

89c

ARE YOU ON OUR MAILING LIST'

iceateta Adieu Recast( ea
708 E. Garfield

Phoenix, Arizona

Waltz of the West
From fire-splashed canyon walls, set aflame by the glow of a thousand Western
sunsets, comes this new round dance, "WALTZ OF THE WEST." In this truly
Western dance a master craftsman, PHIL BOUTELJE of Paramount Pictures has
captured the creak of iron-clad oaken wagon wheels, stirred it with the jingle of
silver spurs and breathed on it with the cordite breath of a six shooter.
Well known for his talents as musical director for Cecil B. DeMille's "Greatest
Show On Earth" and as composer of such hits as "China Boy" and "Star of
Hope," Phil has used his musical gifts to bring a true "WALTZ OF THE WEST" to
all square dancers.
Simple and crisp as the smell of bacon frying, this outstanding waltz uses o
"7-Pattern Balance" combined with a wagon wheel spin that is easy for a tenderfoot to learn yet so unusual that "old sourdoughs" will call it pardner.
DANCE STEPS BY WAYNE WARGA

MUSIC BY THE SUNDOWNERS BAND

on the other side "OLD SOFT SHOE" Joe Warner of Long Beach, Calif., has used
a toe tickling shuffle rhythm in this that is irresistible to seasoned round dancers.
BOTH DANCES PRODUCED UNDER SUPERVISION OF RALPH MAXHIMER
#7601 at 78 r.p.m. — 90c

#4610 at 45 r.p.m. — 90c

EXTRA ! This record comes with instruction sheet using Windsor's new "PICTO.
CUE" method of learning. Actual photographs illustrate positions and movements of each dance. Cuts learning time in half.

Dina
„
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.

S I.

ecoras
FOR DANC

ING"

Temple City, Calif.

EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS
Loam Distributors
Alpha Distributing Co.

762 10th Ave.
New York 19, New York

8

17 South 21st St.
PT:iladelphin 3, Penny
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Pee 0 441 Rettig-am
It is the policy of this Department to discuss all records submitted for review,
and also all records upon which critical review is requested.

RCA Victor #45-6180. 10-inch plastic 78rpm.
Titles: Virginia Reel//Pop Goes the Weasel

Price. $1.10

A fine record, excellently played, which we can recommend without reservation.

RCA Victor #45-6178. 10-inch plastic 78rpm.
Titles: Oh, Susanna//Irish Washerwoman

Price, $1.10

Another perfectly played record. These are samples of a new series of RCA
Victor releases made especially for the educational field. Each record is packed
with a very well done instruction sheet, and the project lists 25 records and
more to come. American Squares Book and Record Shop will stock this line.

RCA Victor #35771. 12-inch shellac 78rpm.
Titles: Virginia Reel//Ticknor's Quadrille

Price. $1.31

Played by Henry Ford's Old-Time Dance Orchestra. With calls by Benjamin
Lovett.

Crystal #220. 10-Inch plastic 78rpm.
Titles: Sally Goodwin//Soldier's Joy

Price, $ .89

This is one of a series of records of square dance tunes without calls which
callers should find very usable. Tempos are right, and the recordings are uniformly of good quality. In addition to the above, American Squares stocks the
following titles:
Price. $ .89
Crystal #144. 10-inch plastic 78rpm.
Titles: Chicken Reel//Done Gone
Price. S .89
Crystal #145. 10-inch plastic 78rpm.
Title: Arkansas Traveler//Mississippi Woodchopper
Price, S .89
Crystal #146. 10.inch plastic 78rpm.
Title: Turkey in the Straw//Devil's Dream
Crystal #108. 10-inch plastic 78rpm.
Price, $ .89
Title: Calico Polka/ /Frontier Schottische
Calico Polka has been accepted as one of the best records to which Jessie
Polka is danced. The other side, Frontier Schottische, is an even better recording
of what should be a very popular schottische tune. This tune is properly
phrased so that almost any pattern schottische can be danced to it.

Windsor #7116. 10-inch plastic 78rpm.
Title: Possum Sop//Shuffle Foct Rag

Price. $1.45

Note the howls which are always part of any possum hunt, and which are
injected with much realism on this record.

Windsor #7117. 10-inch plastic 78rpm.
Title: Stony Point//Rabbit in a Pea Patch

Price. $1.45

Windsor again rings the bell with a couple of wonderful square dance records.
Occasionally we run across square dance tunes which make the dancer smile
and feel good, and the faces really light up when these are put on the
turntable.

Folkraft #1213-A. 12.inch plastic 78rpm.
Title: The Girl I Left Behind Me//Devil's Dream

Price. $1.78

At long last we finally have a perfect "Girl".

Folkraft #1214-A. 12-inch plastic 78rpm.
Title: Golden Slippers/iTarara-Boom De Ay

Price. $1.78

Both these records set a new standard for quality of square dance recordings.
The orchestra is the same that made the Jessie Polka Square recording that
Sets in Order reviewed so well.
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Cormng evenb
May 10. Ponca City, Oklahoma. North Central District Festival, Continental Gym.
May 11. Newark, New Jersey. New Jersey Square Dance Callers and Teachers
Spring Festival, Portuguese Hall, 55 Prospect St., 3 p.m.
May 11. Cincinnati, Ohio. Ohio Valley Ass'n Jamboree, Hotel Gibson, 7:30 pm.
May 14-17. St. Louis, Missouri. 18th Annual National Folk Festival, Kiel Auditorium.
May 16. Salem, Oregon. Gateswingers Annual Jamboree, Armory.
May 17. El Paso, Texas. Southwestern Square Dancers Association Spring Festival.
May 17. Yakima, Washington. State Festival.
May 18. Clementon Lake Park (near Camden), New Jersey. Delaware Valley
Callers Jamboree.
May 18. New York, New York. Caller's Ass'n Workshop, McBurney 23rd St.
YMCA. Ed Durlacher, Mass Dancing with Beginners.
May 18. Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Sheboygan Club Jamboree, Standard Hall, 1235
Indiana, 2 pm.
May 23-24. Durham, New Hampshire. New Hampshire Folk Festival, University
of New Hampshire, New Hampshire Hall.
May 24. Little Rock, Arkansas. 2nd Annual Arkansas Spring Festival, Robinson
Memorial Auditorium.
May 24. Omaha, Nebraska. Annual Omaha Festival, Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum.
May 24. Beaumont, Texas. Beaumont Area Council 2nd Annual Festival, Harvest
Club, South Texas State Fair Grounds.
May 25. Santa Barbara, California. May dance.
May 25. Bloomfield, New Jersey. Box lunch square and folk dance, Hilltop Barn,
2 pm.
May 29 - June 1. Oakland, California. Statewide American Square and International Folk Dance Festival, Civic Auditorium.
May 30-31. Riverside, California. National Square Dance Convention, Municipal
Auditorium.
May 30. Bridgeport, Connecticut. 7th Annual Jamboree, Ritz Ballroom, 8:30 pm.
May 30-31. Sheridan, Wyoming. Cow Town Hoedown. Lloyd Shaw, M.C.
May 31. Corpus Christi, Texas. South Texas Square Dance Ass'n Dance, People's
Street T-Head.
June 8. Larkspur, California. Square Dance Callers Association of Northern
California Jamboree, Rose Bowl, afternoon.
June 14-20. London, England. Festival of Old Time Dancing, Assembly Rooms,
St. Pancras.
June 29. San Diego, California. Folk and Square Dance Festival.
24th Annual

SQUARE and COUNTRY DANCE CAMP
AMERICAN and ENGLISH DANCES
August 10 - September 1
PINEWOODS CAMP
Long Pond, near Plymouth, Mass.
Directed by MAY GADD, CDS National Director, with RAY SMITH, Dallas, Texas;
DICK BEST, Wayland, Moss., LOUISE CHAPIN, Boston, Moss., BOB HIDER, Glen
Ridge, N.J., FRANK SMITH, Berea, Ky. and other experts in American and
English dances.
August 10 - 24—General sessions for everybody
August 24 - 31—Workshop for Callers, Leaders, Musicians
August 30 - Sept. 1—Labor Day Dance Week-end
Folder from: The Country Dance Society of Americo
31 Union Square West, New York 3, N. Y.
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Partners

...

Bounds .

(Continued from page 4)

(Continued from page 5)

and Dance" was shown, and the group
sang a score of folk songs.
Although the varied nationalities
hoped for did not show up in number,
Mrs. Martin and the Department of
Recreation have not discarded their plans
for an international folk dance club.
The idea has had its start, and has
proven itself.
With a determined Department of
Recreation, Mrs. Martin hopes in years
to come to see a Richmond Folk Dance
Center. The first step is accomplished
. . . folks in Richmond, Virginia just
naturally like to dance!

the dances we attend, very few people
are participating in the "rounds". The
question arises: "Why does square
dancing continue to be popular and the
number of dancers increase while the
couple dancing has almost ceased to
exist as it was used during intermissions ?"
It is our opinion that the answer is
"too many new dances and too much
perfection". As the popularity of the
rounds increased, more and more people
began writing new dances. Soon there
would be from one to several versions
of a new dance to any tune that proved
good enough to be listed on the "Hit
Parade". Many of these were so complicated that only those who were trained
to perfection in the waltz and other
steps were able to do them. Even steps
that were not basic were included in the
Instructions to make the dance fit the
music and this further complicated the
lance. Terms used in the instructions
furnished with the record were difficult to understand. New dances were
coming out so fast that even those
who were well trained in the basic steps
could not master one before another was
out. There developed quite a contest
over who could learn and present a new
dance first. During this process more
and more dancers were eliminated until
there was no mass participation.
The popularity of square dancing is
based largely on its appeal to the
masses. It appeals to the masses because
all ages can participate and it is not
necessary that people be perfection
dancers to have a wonderful time. Clubs
in our section have members ranging in
age from the teens to the sixties. Some
of these are excellent dancers, both in
square and rounds. Others will not be so
good but the fun and fellowship which
we have together, and the very fact that

AMERICAN SQUARES
CAMPS
This year we have two special featbres
for the American Squares Schools.
1. College credits are available from
Lincoln Memorial University for attending the American Squares school held
on their campus at Harrogate, Tennessee. from August 3rd to 9th inclusive.
Of course you have to register with the
college at the same time you register
with us at the college, but that's a
minor detail. Think of actually getting
college credits for having such a good
time! We sure had fun at Harrogate
last year.
2. We have a place for the children
at Ihduhapi! The camp will run a regular camping program with their regular
camp counsellors for children six or
over. The charge for the children at
camp including the instruction is 535.00
per week. So bring the little angels
along with you and attend the sessions
and dances free from worry about them.
They'll be having the time of their
lives too.
For complete information. if you
didn't receive one of our folders, write
American Squares Schools. 121-2 Delaware St., Woodbury, N. J. We'll be glad
to send your friends folders too if you'll
send their names and addresses.
Forty-five dances for 25c. The souvenir
program of the Square and Folk Dance
Leaders of the Delaware Valley Festival
to be held on Sunday 18 May. 1952,
will be available 15 April 1952. The
charge is 25c, 6 or more 20c each, 11 or
more 15c each. Order from D. L. D.V.,
121-1 Delaware St., Woodbury, N. J.

(Continued on page 18)

Let's Dance and
Lees Dance Squares
Official monthly magazine of the
Folk Dance Federation of California
Includes dance descriptions, new calls,
Folk and Square dance news, pertinent
advertisements, pictures, cartoons. articles
by Folk and Square dance leaders, etc.
52.50 per year

Order from:
Room 521, Tilden Sales Bldg.
420 Market Street
San Francisco, California
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5TH ANNUAL ROCKY MTN. FOLIC AND
SQUARE DANCE CAMP, June 30-July 12 and
July 21-Aug. 2, on top of historic and beautiful Lookout Mountain (7460 feet) near Denver, Colo. For callers, recreation leaders and
dance enthusiasts alike—a wonderful and
worthwhile dance vacation with some of the
country's best Instructors: Ray Smith of Dallas.
Ed Bossing and Paul Dunsing of Chicago,
Bill Mitchell, Fay Ferree and other topnotch
callers of Denver, etc. For further details
writ* Paul J. Xermiet, Rout. 3, Golden, Colo.
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Try These
EL PASO STAR
(Introduced 1948 by Harold Newsom, El Paso, Texas)

For Wes Reo of Grosse Pointe and some of the other Michigan dancers, we print this
popular dance:
( 1- 4) Gentlemen forword bock to the bar
( 5- 8) Ladies to the center with o right hand star
( 9-12) Gents promenade the outside ring
(13-16) Meet your opposite lady with a left hand swing
(17-20) Once around then ladies to the center
(21-24) Stor once more and the gents promenade
(25-28) By the old back door partner left
(29-32) And don't get sore and the ladies star
(33-36) Gents promenade with a great big laugh (ho ho ho)
(37-40) Meet your opposite lady with a once and a half (left elbow)
(41-44) Leave the ladies standing there
(45-48) Gents star right in the center of the squore
(49-52) Pass two ladies where they air
(53-56) To your corner with a left hand swing her around
(57-60) Promenade home with the lady you found
(61-64) To the gentlemon's place

TILT-A-WHIRL
(Introduced 1952 by J. B. Hurst, Enid, Oklahoma)

First and third balance and swing
Up center and bock to the ring
Gents elbow hook it's four in line
Turn that line you're doing fine
(Turn one revolution to home position)
Release those girls from the elbow hook
(Catch hands instead)
And spread out wide like on open book
(Each couple spreads out and makes on arch so thot girls con walk on outside
of side couples. They make one revolution this way)
While the outsiders whirl to the corners of the world
(Sides swing and separate to the corners of the square)
We'll all take a ride on the Tilt-o-Whirl
Sides promenade true Osage style
(Go to the left under the moving arches being mode by octive couples. It's once
around and home)
Buck in the lead all the while
Now the girls duck under and face the set
Spin 'em around like a Harlem rosette
(Active ladies duck under arch mode by two gents, turn to their left and catch
each other's right hand across gents. Just once around).
Now crack 'em boys like an old bull whip
(Girls release each other's hand and gents the some, but boys hold on to partner's
left with their right. They do o Mountain style do-si-do sending girls down the
center for o ladies chain)
Chain 'em down the center don't let 'em slip
Chain those girls to the right of the ring
Now down the center while the outsides swing
(Swing twice. If outsides will swing twice each time the other ladies are chaining
down the center it will keep everybody moving)
Chain those girls to the right once more
Then right down the center of the floor
Send that girl out to the right
Then down the center if you do it right
Now send those girls to the right of the ring
Home you are and everybody swing
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DESERT STOMP
By Pauline and Harry Spino of California
Record: Western Jubilee #7O5

Formation:

Partners facing, both hands joined, man's bock to center. Steps described
ore for gent, lady does counterport.

Measure

Pattern

1- 4 Step, close, step, touch.

Step left to side, close right to left, step left to side, touch right to left.
5- 8 Step, close, step, touch.
Repeat count 1-4 moving in opposite direction.
9-16 Side, back, side, front, step, close, step, touch.
Step to side with left, step right foot in back of left, step to side with left,
cross right in front of left, step to side with left, close right to left, step to
side with left, touch right to left.
17-24 Side, bock, side, front, step, close, step, touch.
Repeat count 9-16 moving in opposite direction.
25-32 Stomp swing, Stomp swing, Stomp swing, Stomp swing.
Step on left, swing right foot across, Step on right, swing left foot across.
Repeat twice. STOMP and exaggerate this movement.
33-40
A dos-o-dos or bock to bock movement around each other, passing right shoulders, taking four two-steps for the movement. Man starting on left foot.
41-48
A full individual turn away from each other, mon turning left, lady right. Mon
starting with left foot. Four two-steps for the movement.
49-52 Two, two-steps in ballroom position, moving in LOD and turning clockwise.
53-56 Open up to side by side position, moving in LOD and walking four steps forward. Mon starting on left foot.
57-60 Two, two-steps in ballroom position os in count 49-52.
61-64 Open to Banjo position, man facing forward, lady backward and with right
hips together. Wolk four steps forward, man starting with left foot.
65-68 Two, two-steps in ballroom position as in counts 49-52; 57-60.
69-72 On lost four counts, lady right face twirls twice under gent's left arm as gent
moves forward with two, two-steps.
NOTE: In counts 1-24 use o little hip movement. Dance can be used as a mixer by
changing partners on the turnaway or at the end by twirling lady to forward gent.

MOCKING BIRD HILL
(Introduced 1951 by Win Tilley, Storrs, Conn.)

Here's one I invented for the tune Mocking Bird Hill, which must be played in
reasonably fast 6/8 time for use as a square dance.
Go into the center and now whistle all
Then shuffle right bock to the edge of the hall
Now do si your corner and honor your gal
And square up your circle and here is the call.
Head couples you balance and swing with your sweet
Then eight hands around and you circle the street;
Now break up your circle and here's how you go—
A left to your partner, the old do pasoA right to your corner, a left to your Jill
And you all promenade around Mocking Bird Hill
And whistle the mocking bird's beautiful trill
While you all promenade around Mocking Bird Hill.
Head ladies chain over the top of the hill
Now chain them right bock and stand perfectly still.
Side ladies chain over across the old set,
Chain back to your own place and stand by your pet.
Then its ollemand left to that dear corner gal
And a grand right and left just half way round the hall
When every last man-Jack meets up with his Jill,
You all promenade around Mocking Bird Hill.
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In the April issue we started publishing the Index to the first six volumes of
American Squares. This Index is divided into two parts: Part One, General; Part
Two, Specific Dances. Most of Part One appeared last month. This month we
give you the rest of Part One, and a large part of the specific index of square
figures. More to come next month!
B. Outside U. S.
Alaska v5n12 Aug 50 p226.
Bolivia v5n8 Apr 50 p131.
Canada v5n11 Jul 50 p205; v6n7 Mar
51 p124; v6n8 Apr 51 p153.
England v6n4 Dec 50 p77.
India v5n6 Feb 50 p99.
Section 3. People
Anderson, Virginia v4n2 Oct 48 p20.
Brundage, Al v6n4 Dec 50 p75.
Collette, Fred & Mary v4n1 Sep 48 p4.
Cooper, Ray v4n2 Oct 48 p20.
Durlacher, Ed v2n4 Dec 46 pl+.
Empie, Gus v4n5 Jan 49 p72.
Ford, Henry v2n2 Oct 46 p1-3; v3n5
Jan 48 p49+.
Foster, Billy v5n3 Nov 49 p39-40.
Hall, Burt v6n9 May 51 p176.
Harrington, Lou v3n4 Dec 47 p38;
v5n1 Sep 49 p14; v5n2 Oct 49 p18.
Holden. Rickey v5n7 Mar 50 p121.
Hunt, Paul (& Verona) v2n3 Nov 46
P3.
Hurst, J. B. v4n9 May 49 p164.
Keeler, Elisha v5n9 May 50 p159.
Long, Jere v5n1 Sep 49 p3.
Lukaszewski, Edmund "Luke" v6n12
Aug 51 p231.
Merrill, Guy & family v5n6 Feb 50 p95.
Onfroy, Roland v6n1 Sep 50 p5.
Owens, Lee v2n3 Nov 46 p3.
Page, Ralph G. v4n2 Oct 48 p20.
Piper, Ralph v3n3 Nov 47 p25.
Ross, King v5n11 Jul 50 p195-196.
Sanderson, Christian vin10 Jun 46 p2.
Schmitz, Carl E. v2n8 Apr 47 p1-2-F.
Shaw, Ray B, v5n4 Dec 49 p57-58.
Tepfer, Sandy v6n7 Mar 51 p123.
Wallace, Virginia v4n10 Jun 49 p193.
Welsh, Nat v3n10 Jun 48 p149.
Woodward, Lynn v2n12 Aug 47 p2;
v5n6 Feb 50 p95.
Sec. 4. Transient
Directory of dances vin3 Nov 45 p4;
vin6 Feb 46 p5; vin7 Mar 46 p5; vin8
Apr 46 p5; v2n3 Nov 46 p5; v2n4 Dec
46 p5; v2n6 Feb 47 p3.
National folk festival vin11 Jul 46
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p1+; v3n10 Jun 48 p135-138; v4n10 Jun
49 p179-180.
Periodical, policy & progress of vinl
Sep 45 pl; vin2 Oct 45 p1; vin3 Nov
45 p1; vin12 Aug 46 p3; v3n1 Sep 47
p2; v3n2 Oct 47 p8; v3n3 Nov 47 p14;
v3n4 Dec 47 p30; v3n5 Jan 48 p46;
v3n7 Mar 48 p82; v3n9 May 48 p118;
v3n11 Jul 48 p154; v4n11 Jul 49 p198;
v5n5 Jan 50 p78; v6n1 Sep 50 p2; v6n5
Jan 51 p82.
Schools & camps as follows:
American Squares: v4n6 Dec
48 p62; v4n5 Jan 49 p76; v4n6 Feb. 49
p95; v4n7 Mar 49 p110; v4n8 Apr 49
p141-144; v4n9 May 49 p172; v5n1 Sep
49 p14; v5n5 Jan 50 p87; v5n6 Feb 50
p103; v5n7 Mar 50 p122; v5n8 Apr 50
p137-144; v5n9 May 50 p169; v5n10 Jun
50 p179; v5n11 Jul 50 p207; v5n12 Aug
50 p221-222; v6n2 Oct 50 p31-34; v6n6
Feb 51 p113; v6n7 Mar 51 p129-136;
v6n8 Apr 51 p161; v6n9 May 51 p173;
v6n10 Jun 51 p202; v6nll Jul 51 p215;
v6n12 Aug 51 p242.
Brundage v5n9 May 50 p162; v5n10
Jun 50 p187; v6n9 May 51 p188; v6n10
Jun 51 p201.
Country dance society v2n3 Nov 46
ply.
Dixie folk and square dance institute
v5n9 May 50 p172; v5n10 Jun 50 p187;
v6n7 Mar 51 p140; v6n8 Apr 51 p162;
v6n9 May 51 p188; v6n10 Jun 51 p192.
Holden v6n7 Mar 51 p125; v6n8 Apr
51 p167; v6n9 May 51 p184.
Monadnock-Folkways v2n11 Jul 47 p4;
v2n12 Aug 47 p5; v3n3 Nov 47 p15-16+;
v3n4 Dec 47 p33-34; v3n10 Jun 48 p146,
152; v3n11 Jul 48 p161; v4n3 Nov 48
p39-40+; v4n9 May 49 p171; v4n10 Jun
49 p189; v4n11 Jul 49 p216.
Rocky mountain folk dance camp v4n9
May 49 p158; v4n10 Jun 49 p188; v5n9
May 50 p164; v5n10 Jun 50 p187; v6n8
Apr 51 p152; v6n9 May 51 p173.
Shaw v2n1 Sep 46 p5; v2n9 May 47
p2; v4n2 Oct 48 p22-F.
Stockton, California v5n2 Oct 49 p33.
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PART TWO. SPECIFIC DANCES
Section 1. Square figures, etc.
Across the hall vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Alabama jubilee v5n9 May 50 p170;
v6n2 Oct 50 p33-34.
All fall in v2n12 Aug 47 pl.
Arizona double star v4n12 Aug 49
p230; v5n6 Feb 50 p105.
Arkansas traveller v2n1 Sep 46 p2;
v2n7 Mar 47 p3; v5n9 May 50 p170.
Arkansaw vin4 Dec 45 p3; vin7 Mar
46 p2.
Arky star with crooked stove pipe
v6n1 Sep 50 p18.
Around that couple with a right hand
swing vin4 Dec 45 p2.
Around the corner v2n12 Aug 47 p3.
Around the world v3n9 May 48 p122.
Atchison, Topeka, and the Santa Fe
vin7 Mar 46 p5.
Azuza smudge pot v6n2 Oct 50 p39.
Bachelor's mill v6n2 Oct 50 p14.
Back to Donegal v5n7 Mar 50 p123.
Balance eight around vin2 Oct 45 p5-6.
Balance out around the corner v3n4
Dec 47 p40.
Balance right and left v2n2 Oct 46 p5.
Balance waltz quadrille vin9 May 46
p5.
Barrel roll v4n7 Mar 49 p129.
Basket vin5 Jan 46 p3; vin6 Feb 46
pl; vin7 Mar 46 p2; v2n9 May 47 p4;
v6n2 Oct 50 p38.
Bear went over the mountain v1n2
Oct 45 p5; v6n8 Apr 51 p16; v6n11 Jul
51 p225-226.
Bell bottom trousers vin6 Feb 46 p2;
vin8 Apr 46 p5.
Betty co-ed v2n12 Aug 47 p3.
Bird in cage vin4 Dec 45 p3; vin5
Jan 46 p3; vin7 Mar 46 p2; v2n10 Jun
47 p5; v3n5 Jan 48 p53.
Blue eyes v2n12 Aug 47 p5; v6n5 Jan
51 p94.
Boise buttercup v6n1 Sep 50 p17.
Boston twist v4n7 Mar 49 p130-131.
Bow and swing vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Break down that old barn door v5n10
Jun 50 p186.
Buffalo gals v2n2 Oct 46 p4.
Bully of the town v6n11 Jul 51 p224.
Bumps-a-daisy v5n2 Oct 49 p29,33.
Bunch the sage hens vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Bustle and beaus v4n7 Mar 49 p131.
Butterfly whirl vin10 Jun 46 p3.
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Buttons and bows v5n1 Sep 49 pll.
Cage the little sage hens v2n11 Jul
47 p6.
California starburst v5n10 Jun 50 p18.
Camptown Races vin8 Apr 46 p4.
Captain Jinks yln? Mar 46 p2.
Careless love vin8 Apr 46 p4.
Carry that pretty little girl off to the
morgue v5n10 Jun 50 p186.
Casey Jones v2n4 Dec 46 p4; v3n2
Oct 47 pll.
Cast off six vin4 Dec 45 p2-3; vin7
Mar 46 p2; v6n4 Dec 50 p79.
Catch all eight vin12 Aug 46 p5.
Chain promenade vinll Jul 46 p5.
Chase the snake vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Chase the squirrel vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Chassez your partner v4n4 Dec 48
p63-64.
Cheat or swing vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Cheer, cheer the gang's all here v4n7
Mar 49 p130.
Cindy v5n7 Mar 50 p124; v5n12 Aug 50
p220.
Circle three vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Cogwheel vinll Jul 46 p2.
Confuscius calls it confusion v5n11
Jul 50 p205.
Cowboy loop v3n8 Apr 48 p110;v4n10
Jun 49 p192-193.
Cowboy's sweetheart v2n12 Aug 47 p2.
Crooked stovepipe v3n4 Dec 47 p34.
Cumberland square eight v6n8 Apr 51
p166.
Cut off the old hen's head, she's better
eating dead v5n10 Jun 50 p186.
Denver wagon wheel v4n8 Apr 49 p151.
Dip for oyster v5n10 Jun 50 p6.
Dive for the oyster vin7 Mar 46 pll;
v3n1 Sep 47 p2; v3n3 Nov 47 p22.
Divide the ring v4n11 Jul 49 p215.
Divide the world vin4 Dec 45 p2;
vin7 Mar 46 p2; vin9 May 46 p2.
Dixie reel vin5 Jan 46 p4.
Dollar whirl v5n12 Aug 50 p231.
Dominion star and square v6n4 Dec
50 p63-64.
Don't sweetheart me v2n12 Aug 47
P5.
Don't you touch her v4n10 Jun 49
p193.
Do-si the corner vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Double chain vin5 Jan 46 p3.
Double elbow swing vin2 Oct 45 p5.
The Double square v6n9 May 51 p182.
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Double under v2n1 Sep 46 p5.
Duck and dive vin12 Aug 46 p4.
El Paso star v4n12 Aug 49 p220.
Elbow four vinl Sep 45 p3.
Elbow swing v2n7 Mar 47 p3; v6n1
Sep 50 p16.
Eleven more months and ten more
days v2n12 Aug 47 p5.
Farmer Grey v3n2 Oct 47 pll.
Ferris wheel v5n8 Apr 50 p149.
Figure eight vin7 Har 46 p2; v3n4
Dec 47 p33.
Five minutes more v4n5 Jan 49 p8384; v5n1 Sep 49 p4.
Flower girl waltz v4n4 Dec 48 p64.
Form an arch v5n4 Dec 49 p56.
Forty-eight swings vin7 Mar 46 p4.
Forward six v5n3 Nov 49 p39.
Forward three forward six vin7 Mar
46 p2.
Forward up six and back you truck
v6n2 Oct 50 p38.
Four gents star v5n10 Jun 50 p186;
v6n1 Sep 50 p13-14.
Four hands around the grapevine v2n2
Oct 46 pl.
Four leaf clover v4n3 Nov 48 p48-49.
Four poster bed vin3 Nov 45 p5.
French fours v4n8 Apr 49 p150.
Gents kneel and do-si your lady vin5
Jan 46 p3; v4n3 Nov 48 p35.
Gents to the center and backs to the
bar vin4 Dec 45 p3.
Gents walk around the outside v4n10
Jun 49 p184.
Georgia rang tang v4n3 Nov 48 p35.
Gilmer twister v6n9 May 51 p186-187.
Girl I left behind me v1n7 Mar 46 p2;
v4n10 Jun 49 p192; v5n3 Nov 49 p43.
Glory Hallelujah v3n12 Aug 48 p180181; v4n9 May 49 p169; v6n9 May 51
p177.
Golden slippers vin4 Dec 45 p1; v1n5
Jan 46 p3-4.
Goodbye my lover v6n3 Nov 50 p49.
Grandfather's clock v5n6 Feb 50 p106.
Grape arbor vin10 Jun 46 p4.
Grapevine twist vin7 Mar 46 p2; v6n7
Mar 51 p142.
Great grandad v6n3 Nov 50 p58.
Hands across vin12 Aug 46 p4.
Haste to the wedding v4n12 Aug 49
p229.
Hayloft polka square v5n3 Nov. 49 p50.
Head couples forward and back v6n2
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Oct 50 p33.
Head four forward and sides divide
v5n1 Sep 49 pll.
Head two gents give right hands
v4n11 Jul 49 p215.
Head two ladies cross over v2n9 May
47 pl.
Here, wrangler, here v4n12 Aug. 49
p229.
Hey diddle diddle vin12 Aug 46 p5.
Hiawatha v6n9 May 51 p180.
Highland springs star v5n2 Oct 49
p24+.
Hinky dinky parlez-vous vin9 May 46
p1; v3n11 Jul 48 p162; v6n5 Jan 51 p94.
Hot time in the old town tonight vin5
Jan 46 pl; vin7 Mar 46 p5; v2n7 Mar
47 p3; v2n12 Aug 47 p2; v6n5 Jan 51
p99.
Houston star v6n3 Nov 50 p60.
How do you do, everybody, how do
you do v3n3 Nov 47 p17.
I like mountain music v5n1 Sep 49 p4;
v6n1 Sep 50 p19.
Indian Circle vin7 Mar 46 p3.
Inside here outside there vin12 Aug
46 p5.
Irish washerwoman v2n4 Dec 46 p4.
It's a great day v6n11 Jul 51 p225.
Jealous heart v6n1 Sep 50 p15.
Jessie polka square v6n11 Jul 51 p220.
Jingle bells v2n6 Feb 47 p5; v2n12
Aug 47 p3; v3n4 Dec 47 p41; v6n4 Dec
50 p62+.
Just because v4n6 Feb 49 p100; v4n9
May 49 p170; v5n4 Dec 49 p64.
Ladies bow, gents know how vin5 Jan
46 p3.
Ladies chain three quarter mile v4n3
Nov 48 p47.
Ladies change v1n5 Jan 46 p3.
Ladies go thru with a doseydoe and
gents also vinll Jul 46 p3.
Ladies right hand over v2n9 May 47 pl.
Ladies to center back to the bar vin7
Mar 46 p2.
Ladies turn back, gents move on vin5
Jan 46 p3.
Ladies twirl vin5 Jan 46 p3.
Lady around lady gent also vin4 Dec
45 p2; vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Lady around lady gent around gent
vin4 Dec 46 p2; vin7 Mar 46 p2; vin10
Jun 46 pl.
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Lady around two gent cut thru vin4
Dec 45 p3; v3n9 May 48 p126.
Lady go halfway round again v5n11
Jul 50 p210.
Life on the ocean wave vin12 Aug 46
p4; v6n8 Apr 51 p164-165.
Listen to the mocking bird vin12 Aug
46 p4; v3n3 Nov 47 p18.
Little brown jug vin? Mar 46 pl;
v2n12 Aug 47 p3.
Little old log cabin in the lane vin4
Dec 45 pl.
Little yaller gal v4n8 Apr 49 p140.
Liza Jane v6n2 Oct 50 p37.
Loch lomond v4n7 Mar 49 p128.
Lucy darling vin4 Dec 45 p1.
Lucy long v3n1 Sep 47 p5.
McNamara's band v2n2 Oct 46 p3;
v2n12 Aug 47 p4; v3n1 Sep 47 p5; v3n3
Nov 47 p18; v4n5 Jan 49 p84; v4n9 May
49 p168; v6n6 Feb 51 p117-118.
Make an arch v4n10 Jun 49 p192.
Marching thru Georgia vin2 Oct 45
p4; vin12 Aug 46 p5; v3n6 Feb 48 p69.
Mary had a little lamb v6n8 Apr 51
p165.
Merry-go-round v2n7 Mar 47 p5.
Milagro square v4n6 Feb 49 p100;
v5n5 Jan 50 p90.
Mill wheel vin4 Dec 45 p5; v5n10 Jun
50 p186,189.
Molly Brooks vin12 Aug 46 p4.
Moorestown fancy v6n7 Mar 51 p142.
Mule train v6n7 Mar 51 p138; v6n8
Apr 51 p162; v6n9 May 51 p186.
Music music music v5n11 Jul 50 p208.
My little girl v2n12 Aug 47 p5; v3n11
Jul 48 p163-64.
Nelly Bly vin3 Nov 45 p3; v3n2 Oct
47 p11; v5n5 Jan 50 p91.
Nelly Gray vin2 Oct 45 p4; vin6 Feb
46 pl; v2n9 May 47 p5; v2n12 Aug 47
pl; v3n5 Jan 48 p51.
Nelly was a lady v6n11 Jul 51 p224225.
New Mexico star v5n2 Oct 49 p34.
Nine pin v6n5 Jan 51 p98.
Ninety-six swings v3n4 Dec 47 p34.
Nobody's business v5n8 Apr 50 p149;
v6n6 Feb 51 p114; v6n7 Mar 51 p137.
Ocean wave v4n1 Sep 48 p10-11.
Octuple duck v5n2 Oct 49 p24.
Oh Suzanna vin9 May 46 pl.
Old apple tree vin8 Apr 46 pl; v3n3
Nov 47 p17; v4n4 Dec 48 p63.
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Old fall river line v4n10 Jun 49 p191.
Old grey bonnet vin6 Feb 46 p5; v2n2
Oct 46 pl; v5n4 Dec 49 p65; v5n7 Mar
50 p126; v6n12 Aug 51 p247.
Old McDonald v1n6 Feb 46 p4.
Old number nine v2n12 Aug 47 p5.
Oriental lancers v3n3 Nov. 47 p16+.
Outside ring v2n3 Nov 46 p5.
Page's nightmare v3n4 Dec 47 p33;
v6n7 Mar 51 p137.
Parson's quadrille v1n3 Nov 45 p3.
Partners twirl to a half sashay v5n11
Jul 50 p208.
Pinwheel v5n3 Nov 49 p51.
Pistol packin' mama v3n3 Nov 47 p18.
Pokey eight v6n6 Feb 51 p117.
Polly wolly doodle v3n7 Mar 48 p96.
Pop goes the weasel vin7 Mar 46 p2.
Potatoes are cheaper vin10 Jun 46 pl.
Pretzel promenade, the vinl Sep 45 p5.
Promenade figure eight vinll Jul 46
p2.

Promenade outside ring v2n4 Dec 46
p4; v5n11 Jul 50 p209.
Quadrille v2n2 Oct 46 p5.
Quarter sashay v2n9 May 47 p5.
Railroad track v5n4 Dec 49 p56.
Rainbow v6n2 Oct 50 p25.
Rancho grande v5n2 Oct 49 p34.
Rattlesnake twist vin10 Jun 46 p2.
Red river valley v4n4 Dec 48 p64;
v4n8 Apr 49 p150; v6n9 May 51 p177.
Red wing v6n2 Oct 50 p25; v6n7 Mar
51 p143.
Reuben, Reuben v2n6 Feb 47 p5.
Right hand gent with the right hand
round v2n7 Mar 47 p3.
Right hand pass v5n7 Mar 50 p125.
Right hand up v4n3 Nov 48 p35.

Your Notional Monthly Square Dance
Magazine

Each Issue chock full of current square dance
news from all over the country with lots of
pictures, demos' and pertinent helps on music,
clothes, equipment, food, etc.
Available at only $2.50 per year's subscription
Keep Your Square Dance News in Order with
SETS IN ORDER

462 N. Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles 48, Calif.
ClUistviinv 5-5538
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Subscribe to

THE DANCER
OREGON'S DANCE MAGAZINE
News — Dances — Events
$1.50 per year

920 S. W. Broadway

Portland 5, Ore.

National Folk Camp
Troy, Mo.

Square Dance Vacation Week
with Rickey Holden
July 7 -July 13
ANNUAL FOLK CAMP

Rounds

Vacation Week—August 16-24
Leaders d Teachers Week—Aug. 25-31
At picturesque Spring Hill Ranch in
beautiful Lincoln County
Write: NATIONAL FOLK CAMP
608 Gratiot
St. Louis 2, Mo.

(Continued from page II)
we know we do not have to be perfect,
leaves no reason for any of us to sit on
the sidelines with the thought that we
are not good enough to get on the floor.
The majority of these people who are
out there having the time of their lives clubs should be limited to the simple
square dancing could not possibly dances that the majority of the dancers
describe the basic steps used in many of in the club can do.
2. Each club should make some arour present day round dances. This
alone eliminates all but the small per- rangements to have these simple dances
cent who are well trained in the basic taught to the membership. It may be
steps and limits the number who can necessary for two or more clubs to
participate. If the same requirements combine their efforts to do this but with
were necessary in square dancing our a little cooperation this can be done.
3. Those interested and who have sufficlubs would soon cease to exist and
would very soon lead to the elimination cient basic training to do the more comof the open dances, festivals, jamborees— plicated dances should form round dance
clubs for the purpose of learning and
in fact square dancing, period.
We are not opposed to the round dancing the old as well as the new.
dances. The truth of the matter is that Members of the square dance clubs who
we love them and are guilty of trying develop through the simple dances and
to learn them all. We like new ones want to go further can become members
even though we know we are not ex- of the round dance clubs.
This idea is not new. There are many
perts in dancing them. We are sorry that
round
dance clubs, But the complicated
the round dances are fading from the
programs of square dances and that so dances must kept out of the square dance
many of our square dancers are making clubs if the square dancers in general
no effort to dance them. But we think are kept round dancing, which, in our
round dances should be kept in the opinion, adds to the fun of square
proper place. To keep the majority of dancing.
our square dancers doing some of the
THE ROUNDUP
round dances and at the same time
published by
allow those who can do the more difficult
The Folk Dance Federation
ones to enjoy them, it is our opinion
of Minnesota
that the following three rules are
$1.50 per year
Box
51,
University Station
essential:
Minneapolis 14, Minn.
1. Round dances in the square dance
TEELA WOOKET DANCE CAMP, ROXBURY, VERMONT
JUNE 26th to JULY 2, 1952
ENJOY A WEEK OF FUN AND RELAXATION IN THE GREEN MOUNTAINS WITH
PLENTY OF SOCIAL, SQUARE AND FOLK DANCING!
550 includes cabin, tuition and meals.
Riding and Archery Plans too.
Dance Faculty
DON & BETTY BEGENAU
AL & ELEANOR MAC LEOD
For folder and particulars:
Write: Mr. & Mrs. E. B. Miller, 250 W 24th St. NYC
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Again this year—
A SQUARE DANCE DUDE RANCH
In the beautiful Hill Country of Texas
Circle R Dude Ranch, Medina
June 2 thru June 7
RICKEY HOLDEN
FRANK KALTMAN
With another course in squares, calling, rounds, related material
and a general good time!
For information write:

Rickey Holden, 835 Erie Avenue, San Antonio 2, Texas

TRI-STATE SQUARE DANCE SCHOOL JUNE 9-14

BAUER'S GRAVE

The faculty of RICKEY HOLDEN,
FRANK KALTMAN, OLGA KULBITSKY and RAY BAUER will present
square dance fundamentals and higher level; style and technique in calling;
round and circle dances and methods
of teaching.

EVANSVILLE, IND.

An Indiana Square Dance
Center Since 1900

For details and applications write:

RAY HAUER
R. R. 5, Evansville, Indiana

COUNTRY SQUARE DANCE
SUMMER SESSION—JUNE 30 THRU JULY 6
The fourth year of classes for Square and Round Dancing at the Barn

Faculty—RICKEY HOLDEN FRANK KALTMAN
LYNN WOODWARD OLGA KULBITSKY

Emphosizing Calling and
Teaching Techniques . . .
Write to:
Lynn Woodward, Rt. 4, Minneapolis

Sure I Want It!
Enclosed is my check () money order ( ) for $1.50 covering my subscription to American Squares for the next twelve months.
NAME
First

Lost

Middle

ADDRESS
Street and number

City

Postal Zone

This is a new subscription ()
VII-177

State

This is a renewal (
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AMERICAN SQUARES
835 Erie Ave.
San Antonio 2, Texas

If undeliverable for any reason, return postage guaranteed.
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AMERICAN SQUARES
The magazine of American Folk Dancing
1159 BROAD STREET
NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY

AMERICAN SQUARES BOOKS AND RECORDS

now has a new
policy. Put simply, it's this: we appreciate your patronage and will go
more than halfway to get your business. It has always been a mystery
to us how to justify a packing charge. We believe that a customer is

entitled to have his goods wrapped. For that reason we are discontinuing
entirely the pocking charge on records. Further, as a special getacquainted offer, all orders for three or more records received in May
or Junc will be shipped POSTAGE PREPAID.

WITH ALL THESE CHANGES

it's necessary for us to print another catalog. It will take some weeks before we can present a new list.
In the meantime we want you to know that we carry a complete stock
of the following manufacturers:
Folkraft
Imperial
Folk Dancer
Henry Ford
RCA Victor
Decca
World of Fun
Capitol
Sonart

Windsor
Apex
Old Timer
Beltona
Crystal
Guyden
Jubilee
Columbia

McGregor
Lloyd Show
Intro
Coral
Sets in Order
Kismet
Balkan
Standard
Celtic

and any others you can name. If there is any record that you have tried
to get and cannot locate, chances are we have it in stock. If not, we'll
do our best to get it for you.

IN ADDITION TO ALL THESE

nice things, we can guarantee
delivery of unbroken records. If a record breaks in shipment, it is our
fault and we will replace it at no cost to you.

FAIR ENOUGH?????
AND REMEMBER,

you order your books and records from American
Squares at 1159 Broad Street, Newark 5, New Jersey. . . . Send your
correspondence with the editor, news items, dances and subscriptions to
American Squares at 835 Eric Avenue, San Antonio 2, Texas.

